
Introducing 
Neo-Ugric 

 

What is Neo-
Ugric and 
what makes 
it so special? 

A brief  introduction to the 

constructed language and its 

unique features 

Neo-Ugr ic  (neúgr ic , 

неӯгрик or neúgriK; pro-

nounced: [nĕˈuɣlik]) is an a 

posteriori artistic language 

designed for the creator’s 

own edification.  

It has been constructed 

as the closest existing rela-

tive of Hungarian and is 

intended to show how na-

tive Hungarian-speakers 

would be able to adapt 

their comprehension skills 

if such a similar natural 

language existed. 
 neúgriK 

Phonology and dialects 

Please note that the basic phonemes of standard Neo-Ugric are 

introduced under the heading ‘Writing systems’. 

The placement of the primary lexical stress in Neo-

Ugric  varies due to factors such as the pronunciation 

of the original form of the word. The dynamic accent 

of single words is marked in all polysyllables: the ex-

tended Latin script places an acute accent over the 

vowel in the stressed syllable, the Neo-Ugric writing 

system uses the equivalent of the acute accent for the 

same purpose and the Hungaro-Cyrillic transcription 

applies separate characters for stressed vowels to 

avoid the constant use of diacritics in the alphabet. 

Grave accents are sometimes visible on monosylla-

bles and disyllables (in the Latin and Neo-Ugric 

scripts) in order to distinguish homographs, although 

this type of diacritical mark has no phonetic signifi-

cance. 

With regards to vowel harmony, Neo-Ugric applies 

the system of front and back vowels (which partially 

corresponds to its equivalent in Hungarian) in allocat-

ing unbound suffixes to words. For example, ‘qaʃ 

ba’ (into the house), but ‘ceʃ be’ (into the hand). 

Dialects 

Neo-Ugric has much diversity in its pronunciation. 

Several ‘dialects’ have been constructed, with minor 

differences in their phonology, as well as in their use 

of vocabulary. The former includes changes to the 

way in which diphthongs and diaphonemes are pre-

sented, or the use of alternative allophones to replace 

the phonemes of standard Neo-Ugric. More information 
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Morphology 

Verbs in Neo-Ugric are inflected in a special way. All 

verbs, except ‘to be’, are conjugate and are formed 

according to the following conjugation pattern: 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples (with Cyrillic transcription): 

 Ta el futívoɪ. (Та ел футӣвољ.): They ran away. 

 Sa at jalogólite as ut on! (Са ат ѓалогөлите ас ут 

он!): Walk across the road. 

 Ne van léqet seg es na el cyldén ʃe. (Не ван 

лехэт сег ес на ел кьлдэн ѕе.): It is not possible 

for me to send it (away). 

In general 

Neo-Ugric is an agglutinative language (examples of 

how this affects verbs are shown above), although 

some of its affixes are unbound. 

Nouns can be split into two groups: proper nouns 

and common nouns. The former are always capital-

ized. Acronyms (proper nouns) never require any 

punctuation, whereas abbreviations are usually fol-

lowed by a period. The plural of a noun can be made 

by adding ‘-u’ (‘у’, ‘U’) to the root morpheme. 

Writing systems 

Neo-Ugric can be written in three different writing 

systems: a phonetic extended Latin alphabet, a ver-

sion of Cyrillic developed from the so called 

‘Hungaro-Cyrillic’ and a unique alphabet called 

‘Tciaar’ by R. R. and C. S. Maita (from Omniglot). 

Adjectives are always written after the noun they 

describe and are not altered by the number or type 

of the noun. Neo-Ugric adjectival participles are 

formed similarly to those of Hungarian, although 

the affix precedes the noun and is unbound. The 

degrees of comparison (which apply rules directly 

adopted from Hungarian) can be presented as fol-

lows: 

 Comparative: adj. + ab/eb (ɪo → ɪo ab) 

 Superlative: leg + adj. (ɪo → leg ɪo) 

Possession is marked by the word ‘ja’ (meaning 

‘of’). This replaces possessive adjectives as well. For 

example, ‘my pen’ becomes ‘tol ja en’. 

Syntax 

The sentence structure of Neo-Ugric is SVO. This 

word order is fairly fixed, since the language does 

not have an accusative case. Direct interrogative 

clauses do not undergo inversion or gain an auxil-

iary verb (nor a grammatical particle in the case of 

yes-no questions), maintaining the system that has 

been adopted from Hungarian. 

Orthography: Punctuation 

The Latin and Hungaro-Cyrillic forms of Neo-

Ugric apply the interpunct ( · ) preceded by a space 

to mark indirect interrogative clauses, e.g. “I don’t 

know whether I should go or not · ” Quotation 

marks are used as follows: 

Extended Latin Hungaro-Cyrillic Neo-Ugric IPA 

Aa Аа a A [a] 

Bb Бб b B [b] 

Zz Цц z Z [ts] 

Dd Дд d D [d] 

Ʒʒ Жж x X [dz] 

Ee Ее e E [e] 

Ff Фф f F  [f] 

Gg Гг g G [g] 

Jj Ѓѓ j J [ʝ] 

Qq Хх h H [x]; [ç] 

Ii Ии i I [i] 

Iɪ Љљ ï Ï [j] 

Cc Кк l K [k]; [c] 

Ll Лл l L [l] 

Mm Мм m M [m] 

Nn Нн n N [n]; [ŋ] 

Ʌʌ Њњ q Q [ɲ] 

Oo Оо o O [ɔ] 

Ʋʋ Ѡѡ ö Ö [ø] 

Pp Пп p P [p] 

Rr Рр r R [ʁ] 

Ss Сс s S [s] 

Tt Тт t T [t] 

Uu Уу u U [u] 

Yy Ьь ü Ü [y] 

Vv Вв v V [v] 

Ʃʃ Ѕѕ c C [z] 

´ Яя, Ээ, Ӣӣ, Өө, Ӯӯ á Á, é É, í Í, ó Ó, ú Ú ˈ◌ 

`    

Šš Шш ws-, -wS [ʃ] 

Žž Чч wz-, -wZ [ʒ] 

Čč Щщ wc-, -wC [tʃ] 

Řř Ҏҏ wr-, -wR [r] 

fut í voɪ el ta 

Tense: 

ta: past 

fa: future 

ca: conditional 

sa: imperative 

na: infinitive 

Verb root 

Coverb, e.g. 

fel/le: up/down 

el: away 

meg: completed action 

at: through/across 

Epenthetic 

vowel 

Pronoun: 

en: I 

te: you (sing.) 

vo: he/she 

mi: we 

ti: you (plural) 

voɪ: they 

 Secondary Primary 

Extended Latin ‘...’ «…» 

Hungaro-Cyrillic ‘...’ «…» 

Neo-Ugric -...- “...” 


